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In-Flight Transmission of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2
Appendix
Methods
Database search and case identification

In this study, we used publicly available data on COVID-19 cases in Hong Kong,
including government records compiled by the Centre for Health Protection (CHP), Department
of Health in Hong Kong, the Vote4HK “COVID-19 in HK” public database and newspaper
reports. The CHP regularly releases reports of COVID-19 cases diagnosed in Hong Kong. These
CHP public reports do not have personal identifiers and contain information on the cases’
symptoms, date of onset, date of diagnosis, number of close contacts, the presence of preexisting conditions (yes/no) and travel history, including inbound travelers’ seats on aircrafts.
The Vote4HK “COVID-19 in HK” database collates data on the CHP records and provides links
to newspaper reports on government briefings of COVID-19 cases. We examined 1110 cases in
the Hong Kong between 23 January and 13 June 2020, and identified passengers and cabin crew
who had previously travelled in the same aircraft.
Specimen collection and laboratory analysis

This paper describes four RT-PCR-confirmed COVID-19 cases on a flight that landed in
Hong Kong on 10 March 2020. Since 19 February 2020, the Hospital Authority and the CHP
have been running the Enhanced Laboratory Surveillance Programme and offered free testing for
SARS-CoV-2 to patients with fever and respiratory symptoms or mild chest infection, especially
those who travelled outside Hong Kong within 14 days.(1) From 8 March 2020, all inbound
travelers arriving at the Hong Kong International Airport have to complete health declaration
form (2). Respiratory samples from persons meeting the case definition are tested for SARSCoV-2 using RT-PCR at the Public Health Laboratory Services, a WHO reference laboratory at
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CHP (3). These include nasopharyngeal aspirates, nasopharyngeal swabs, throat swabs and
saliva.
The four cases in our transmission cluster did not fulfil the criteria for SARS-CoV-2
testing upon arrival, but were tested in local healthcare settings within 5-11 days. Stored samples
of these cases were then sent to a WHO reference laboratory at the University of Hong Kong for
full genome analyses. Near full-length genomes (N≥ 29760 nucleotides) were deduced by
Illumina sequencing method using the primers and protocol previously described by us (4). All
the deduced sequences had a minimum coverage of 100 or above. The specimens were
sequenced and analyzed blind to the passenger/crew/case status of the four individuals.
Representative sequences from each phylogenetic clade of SARS-CoV-2 (G, GH, GR, L,
O, S and V) were retrieved from GISAID. Viral sequences were aligned and phylogenetically
analyzed using BioEdit and MEGA-X, respectively. A phylogenetic tree was constructed by the
neighbor-joining method with bootstrap testing (N=1,000). Metadata from 191 Hong Kong viral
sequences deposited in GISAID were also used in the analyses.
Data sharing

The virus genome sequencing results can have been deposited into the GISAID database
(http://platform.gisaid.org). The accession numbers are EPI_ISL_476801 to EPI_ISL_476804.
Bias and missing data

In the absence of mandatory SARS-CoV-2 screening for all the passengers and crew
members from the 9 March 2020 Boston to Hong Kong flight, only symptomatic COVID-19
cases and known contacts of those and other cases were identified, leading to a potential
underestimation of the true number of cases who acquired the infection on board. Hong Kong
has an active surveillance system in place to track and trace every COVID-19 case within its
territory. However, it is possible that individuals with asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic
infection are missing from the public databases.
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Appendix Figure 1. Timeline of events surrounding in-flight transmission of SARS-CoV-2 to 4
passengers who traveled on the same airplane from Boston, Massachusetts, USA, arriving in Hong Kong,
China, on March 10, 2020. Because patient C was asymptomatic at the time of diagnosis, no incubation
period has been indicated.
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Appendix Figure 2. Seating plan and locations of COVID-19 patients on the Boeing 777-300ER aircraft
during the Boston to Hong Kong flight. Index patients A and B were business class passengers sitting in
adjacent rows in individual window-facing seats. Patient C was a business class flight attendant who
served patients A and B during the flight. Patient D was working as a flight attendant on the same flight,
but there is no public information on the aircraft sections that the attendant worked in. This diagram is
based on information from the airline’s website. Econ., economy.
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